Volvo estate

It is headquartered in Torslanda in Gothenburg , Sweden. The company manufactures and
markets sport utility vehicles SUVs , station wagons , hatchbacks , sedans and compact
executive sedans. When AB Volvo now a separate company was introduced on the Stockholm
stock exchange in , SKF sold most of its shares in the company. Its cars are marketed as being
safe , solidly built and reliable while emphasizing their Swedish heritage and design. Volvo Cars
has been majority-owned since by the Geely Holding Group. With approximately 2, local dealers
from around national sales companies worldwide, Volvo Cars' largest markets are China, the
United States, Sweden and other countries in the European Union. Volvo is a subsidiary of the
Chinese automotive company Geely. Volvo, however, will continue to produce non-electric,
non-hybrid cars from models introduced before that year but will discontinue them once the
non-hybrid, non-electric cars receive a facelift or complete redesign. Cars are driven by people.
The guiding principle behind everything we make at Volvo, therefore, is and must remain,
safety. Volvo was founded upon the concept of safety in in Gothenburg , Sweden. The
trademark Volvo which is Latin for 'I roll' was first registered by SKF on 11 May with the
intention to use it for a special series of ball bearing for the American market but it was never
used for this purpose however in the application for the trademark, it was also designated for
the purpose of automobiles. Some pre-series of Volvo-bearings stamped with the brand name
'Volvo' were manufactured but never released to the market, and it was not until that the
trademark was used again, now as a trademark and company name for an automobile. After this
the young company produced closed top and cabriolet vehicles, which were designed to hold
strong in the Swedish climate and terrain. Presented in the Volvo PV passenger car only entered
production in It was the smallest Volvo yet and was to take the lion's share of Volvo production,
as well as spearheading their move into the profitable American market. The first Volvos arrived
in the United States in , after hardware wholesaler Leo Hirsh began distributing cars in
California. Later, Texas was added, and in , Volvo themselves began importing cars to the US.
North America has consistently provided Volvo with their main outlet since. In the early s, Volvo
acquired the passenger car division of the Dutch company DAF , and marketed their small cars
as Volvos before releasing the Dutch-built Volvo , which went on to be one of the biggest-selling
cars in the UK market in the s. The appearance of Japanese brands like Acura and Lexus and
the growing popularity of Subaru station wagons in subsequent years meant the loss of a
significant market share for Volvo, one which they have never regained. Gyllenhammar saw
early on that Volvo was too small to survive in the future, and attempted several times to merge
with other manufacturers. Volvo nearly merged with Saab in the late seventies, while in an
aborted affair would have seen the Norwegian state take over 40 percent of the company. In
return, Volvo would receive million SEK and a ten percent concession in the Oseberg oil field.
Major institutional actors in Sweden opposed the deal and blocked it. A collection of Volvo's
most important historical vehicles are now housed in the Volvo Museum, which opened in a
permanent location in Arendal at Hisingen on 30 May Ford saw advantages in acquiring a
profitable prestige mid-size European automobile manufacturer, well renowned for its safety
aspects, as an addition to its Premier Automotive Group. As a result of the divestiture , the
Volvo trademark was used by two separate companies:. While part of the PAG, the company
significantly expanded its range of vehicles. After Ford sold Jaguar Land Rover to Tata Motors
of India in , the company initially decided to keep Volvo Cars despite mounting losses and
major economic downturns. The outcome was the luxurious second generation Volvo S80 and
the new small premium crossover Volvo XC When the global economic crisis of threatened the
US automakers, Swedish authorities became concerned about the fate of Volvo, should Ford file
for bankruptcy. These concerns mounted after repeated mass-layoffs at Volvo. In December ,
Ford announced that it was considering selling Volvo Cars. Former parent AB Volvo agreed to
help Volvo cut costs through partnerships, and suggested taking part in a shared ownership of
Volvo Cars, as part of a larger consortium. Although it was rumoured that Volkswagen would
buy Volvo Cars, and despite initial denials, Chinese company Geely Holding Group was
ultimately selected to take over the Swedish automaker. Further payments are expected with a
later price "true-up". Stefan Jacoby , formerly chief executive of Volkswagen of America ,
became Volvo Car Corporation's president and chief executive on 16 August , replacing
Stephen Odell, who became chief executive of Ford Europe. Li Shufu became Volvo Cars'
chairman of the board. Under Geely ownership, Volvo has refocused its product lineup. The
manufacturer has developed a new line of 3- and 4-cylinder diesel and petrol engines while
eliminating larger engines. In , Volvo sold more than half a million cars for the first time in its
year history. Volvo reported strong sales from all three core global regions. In July , the
automaker announced that beginning in , all of its new models will include an electric motor in
their powertrain. Implementation of the announcement could mean Volvo becoming the first
manufacturer to end production of internal combustion -only vehicles, with all vehicles hybrid

or electric powered. Between and , Volvo plans to launch 3 electric cars under the Volvo brand
and 2 more under the Polestar performance brand. Volvo was also a proponent of autonomous
vehicles. On 20 November , Uber announced that it planned to buy up to 24, Volvo cars
designed to accept autonomous technology between and Such vehicles require a different type
of steering and braking mechanism, as well as sensors. Also in , Volvo announced a vehicle
subscription offering called Care by Volvo , which offers the Volvo XC40 for a monthly payment
that includes insurance and maintenance. Care by Volvo is offered in several European markets,
such as Germany, the U. In February , Volvo and Geely announced that the companies have
started formal discussions about a merger of business. Geely currently owns Volvo, however,
Volvo Cars has largely been allowed autonomy with its resources. Volvo cars have long been
marketed as safe and the company has stressed their historic reputation for solidity and
reliability in marketing campaigns. Volvo uses high-tech safety systems as standard equipment
in new vehicles. In , laminated glass was introduced in the PV model. In , the introduced the first
three-point seat belt for the middle of the rear seat and a child safety cushion integrated in the
middle armrest. In , [45] to add to its SIPS, Volvo was the first to introduce side airbags and
installed them as standard equipment in all models from At the start of the model year, side
impact protection airbags were standard on high trim-level Volvo s, and optional on other s. By
the middle of the production year, they were standard on all s. In , the Volvo was recalled as the
front seatbelt mounts could break in a collision. In , Volvo installed a head-protecting airbag,
[48] which was made standard in all new models as well as some existing models. A later
version of the C70 featured a head-protecting airbag deploying upwards from the door, avoiding
this problem. In , Volvo introduced the Blind Spot Information System BLIS , which detects
vehicles entering the vehicle's blind spot with a side-view-mirror-mounted camera, and alerts
the driver with a light. That year also saw Volvos sold in all markets equipped with side-marker
lights and daytime running lights. Also, since all Volvo models except for the coupes C70 and
C30 are available with an all-wheel drive system developed by Haldex Traction of Sweden. In ,
Volvo presented the second generation of Volvo C70 , which came with extra stiff door-mounted
inflatable side curtains the first of its kind in a convertible dubbed 'DMIC'. It's just a philosophy
on safety that is different from building cars to pass these kinds of tests. Before a driver enters
their car, they can review the security level and know whether they had set the alarm and if the
car is locked. In , a French court found Volvo partially responsible for causing the death of two
children and serious injuries of another in Wasselonne on 17 June , when the brakes of a Volvo
failed. The previous versions of the S40 and S60 models â€”09 models with standard side
airbags failed to attain the highest rating in their side impact test. This list is not necessarily
Volvo innovations, but dates when Volvo incorporated the technology into its cars. In , Volvo
achieved record sales for the sixth year in a row, with cars sold. Starting with the series in ,
Volvo used a tri-digit system for their cars. The first number was the series, the second number
the number of cylinders and the third number the number of doors; so a was a 1-series with a
six-cylinder engine and four doors. However, there were exceptions to this rule â€” the for
example, came with turbocharged I4 and naturally aspirated V6 petrol engines and I6 diesel
engines, but never an eight-cylinder, as the "eight" would suggest. Similarly, the often was
equipped with a turbocharged I4 engine, and the Volvo only had four cylinders. Some GLT had a
V6 engine. The company dropped the meaning of the final digit for later cars like the , but the
digit continued to identify cars underhood on the identification plate. Today, the company uses
a system of letters denoting body style followed by the series number. Volvo would later change
the name to the "XC70" in keeping with its car naming consistent with the XC So a V50 is an
estate "V" that is smaller than the V Originally, Volvo was planning a different naming scheme.
S and C were to be the same, but "F", standing for "flexibility", was to be used on station
wagons. When Volvo introduced the first generation S40 and V40 in , they were announced as
the S4 and F4. However, Audi complained that it had inherent rights to the S4 name, since it
names its sporty vehicles "S", and the yet to be introduced sport version of the Audi A4 would
have the S4 name. Volvo agreed to add a second digit, so the vehicles became the S40 and F
However, that led to a complaint from Ferrari , who used the Ferrari F40 name on their legendary
sports car. This led to Volvo switching the "F" to "V", for versatile. In , Volvo announced that it
plans to produce only fully electrified cars from the year onwards. From , it plans to no longer
produce internal combustion engine powered vehicles. In , Volvo introduced to the Swedish
market the company's first E85 flexifuel models. Volvo introduced its S40 and V50 with
flexible-fuel engines, joined in late by the then new C All Volvo models were initially restricted to
the Swedish market, until , when these three models were launched in eight new European
markets. It was officially unveiled at the Frankfurt Auto Show. On 1 June , Volvo announced the
launching of series production diesel -electric plug-in hybrids by Starting in the model year
Volvo S60 , V60 , and XC60 , Volvo introduced a line of forced-induction four-cylinder engines,

dubbed "Drive-E", [] to increase the efficiency of their models without sacrificing performance.
These engines also debuted throughout the lineup that year, and also appeared in the
second-generation Volvo XC Hybridized versions of these engines would, in theory, have
enough power to match eight-cylinder engines. Volvo uses in-line, or straight engines in their
production vehicles. Volvo is also known for the application of the in-line 5-cylinder engine to
its vehicle line up since its introduction in in the Volvo Volvo automatic transmissions in the
past were made by the ZF Friedrichshafen company, but now the transmissions are
co-developed with Aisin of Japan. Geartronic is Volvo Cars' name for its manumatic
transmission. In , Volvo had set up its own motorsport department. This led to Volvo enjoying
worldwide success in the motorsport arena throughout the early s. In , Gran Premio de
Argentina Gunnar Andersson was appointed Volvo's competition department manager, signing
a number of drivers, including Carl-Magnus Skogh, Tom Trana and Ewy Rosqvist, though he
himself still continued to compete in rallies. The factory-supported Petch team also participated
in the Bathurst The Petch team become the Volvo Dealer Team in , and expanded to two cars,
with the other being for John Bowe , who had driven the Volvo with Francevic at the Bathurst
The T also entered the Guia Race , part of the Macau Grand Prix in , and , winning in both and
This partnership was responsible for the controversial Estate racing cars, driven by Rickard
Rydell and Jan Lammers and with a best qualifying placing of third and a best race finish of
fifth, which was only rendered uncompetitive when the FIA allowed the use of aerodynamic aids
in TWR then built and ran the works Saloon, with six wins in , and five wins in , and a S40, with
one win in in the BTCC, as well as Volvo placing third in the Manufacturers Championship, both
in and Volvo also competed in the Super Touring category with the across Europe and in
Australia. Volvo regularly entered the S60 in the Swedish Touring Car Championship , where it
finished 2nd in the drivers' championship twice and won the manufacturers' title once. The S60
continued to be raced after the formation of the Scandinavian Touring Car Championship , a
merger of the Swedish and Danish touring car championships. From to , there was an S60
one-make racing series as a support series to the Swedish Touring Car Championship known
as the S60 Challenge Cup, using 26 factory-modified S60s. The second-generation model was
introduced for the season. The programme was expanded again in , to include the Pirelli World
Challenge. Robert Dahlgren and Tommy Rustad were the drivers, finishing 5th and 10th
respectively in the championship. Volvo had also signalled their intentions to enter the British
Touring Car Championship with the same car. The Volvo symbol is an ancient chemistry sign
for iron. The iron sign is used to symbolize the strength of iron used in the car as Sweden is
known for its quality iron. The diagonal line a strip of metal across the grille came about to hold
the actual symbol, a circle with an arrow, in front of the radiator. It is also a gender symbol for
men. Volvo has, since the s, had special international sales programs for customers assigned
abroad, for example Diplomat Sales, Military Sales and Expat Sales. There is also a Volvo Baltic
Race and Volvo Pacific Race , and Volvo likes to encourage its image by sponsoring golf
tournaments all over the world including major championship events called the Volvo Masters
and Volvo China Open. Volvo sponsored the Volvo Ocean Race , the world's leading
round-the-world yacht race for the first time in â€” The next edition was to take place between
and In , Volvo Cars is the main sponsor of the winter sports and music festival Snowbombing in
Austria. In , Volvo signed NBA star Jeremy Lin to an endorsement agreement for two years to
participate in Volvo's corporate and marketing activities as a "brand ambassador" for Volvo Car
Corp. The lawsuit ended with settlement where the night club paid 1 dollar to Volvo Cars. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Automotive brand and a subsidiary of Geely. This article is
about Volvo Cars. For the separate Swedish-owned manufacturer of trucks, buses and
construction equipment among others otherwise known as the Volvo Group AB Volvo and
which owned cars division until , see Volvo. For other uses of "Volvo", see Volvo
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â€” Cyclist Detection with Auto Brake, a system that warns the driver and automatically brakes
the car when a collision with a cyclist travelling in the same direction as the car in front of the
car is imminent S80, V70, XC70, XC60, XC90, S60, V60, V40 â€” Head-on crash detection with
Auto Brake. This section may require cleanup to meet Wikipedia's quality standards. The
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Corporation. Cars S60 V60 S90 V Small family car. Compact executive car. Executive car.
Crossover utility vehicle. V90 Cross Country. Li Shufu. Current Ford Lincoln Troller. Volvo
Recharge. Introducing our new line of pure electric and plug-in hybrid cars. Our new take on
getting from A to B. Get access to a Volvo when you want it, how you want it. We are committed
to adding electrification to all of our vehicles. In fact, we've already begun. Browse from the
comfort and safety of home. Volvo Cars and our retailers are prepared and ready to help. Car
shown with optional equipment at an additional cost. The allowance is available towards the
lease or purchase of select new Volvo models. Allowances vary by model, trim powertrain and
whether vehicle is leased or purchased. Offer open only to legal U. Offer is not transferable and
cannot be used towards the payment of sales tax. This offer is subject to federal, state, and
local taxes. Payments may vary, as dealer determines price. Offers available at participating
dealers. Applicable vehicles are subject to retailer availability and may need to be ordered. See
dealer for details. Subscribe with Care by Volvo. Click to view our Accessibility Statement Skip
to content. Learn about Recharge. Featured models. XC90 Recharge For life. XC40 Recharge
Unplug and play. Why Volvo? Making your life easier. Our future is electric. Learn more about
Volvo. The Volvo Virtual Showroom Browse from the comfort and safety of home. Learn More.
Your safety is our number one priority. Explore Offers. Our Car Subscription. If you ask car
owners all over the world to choose a single word they associate most with an estate car, the
answer is: Volvo. No other car manufacturer is as closely associated with this versatile car type.
Originally an outright practical car, Volvo estate models have evolved into a multi-personality;
spacious versatility, exclusive comfort and dynamic driving properties at the same level as
luxurious sedan models. Since the introduction of its first estate in , Volvo has sold almost six
million versatile family cars to customers around the globe. This is about a third of the total
number of Volvo models produced since the company was founded 90 years ago. It is not easy
to find a uniform name for an iconic car model that has transformed from a practical workhorse
to a sleek, versatile thoroughbred. The estate model appeared in the United States in the early s.
In the United Kingdom, a similar type of car was used by wealthy people with big estates to
transport guests, luggage and goods. In modern days, however, this word is used to describe a
crossover between estate car space and coupe panache. Although Volvo Cars did not invent the
estate model, the Swedish premium car maker has popularized the segment. Volvo Cars is

inherently linked to the estate segment by millions of people who grew up in the rear seat of
iconic estate models, such as the Amazon, the or the And while the modern Volvo brand stands
for much more than just estates, we proudly carry this rich heritage into the future with the new
V Yet, it was precisely the need for combining active leisure time with a practical professional
life that inspired the Swedish car brand to create one of its most beloved models ever. The
Duett was one of the first Volvo models exported to the United States. It was immortalised in by
appearing on a Swedish stamp. The sleek Volvo Amazon, which was named after the female
warrior in Greek mythology, radiated significantly more elegance and refinement than the Duett.
The S model, offering a full hp, was a very sporty car by the standards of the s. It is also
interesting that the American-style, horizontally split boot door on the Amazon would return 40
years later on the first-generation Volvo XC Introduced in the autumn of , the ES had a huge rear
windscreen without bezel. With only some 8, cars built, it is one of the most soughtafter classic
Volvos. The archetype for a Volvo estate car was launched in The Volvo remained in production
for almost 20 years until , and the model is still strongly associated with the Volvo brand. It was
also available in a more exclusive edition. The Volvo , which was developed from the earlier
series, became the final rear-wheel-drive estate car produced by Volvo Cars. Introduced in , it
featured a smoother design than its predecessor and a brand new 6-cylinder engine. In , the
badge changed to Volvo V90 â€” a name which, 20 years later, has made a successful
comeback. At the Volvo Cars Corporate Innovation Office, reinventing the in-car experience is
simply part of the everyday. The environment and culture of Sweden are important influences
on how Volvo designs the interiors of its cars, say the designers behind the S90 and V Heritage
The estate car â€” eternal Volvo pedigree. Named after its practical purpose It is not easy to find
a uniform name for an iconic car model that has transformed from a practical workhorse to a
sleek, versatile thoroughbred. Millions grew up in the rear seat of a Volvo estate Although Volvo
Cars did not invent the estate model, the Swedish premium car maker has popularized the
segment. Here are some Volvo estates that made automotive history. Volvo Duett Few people
talked about lifestyle concepts when Volvo launched its first estate car, the Volvo Duett, in
Volvo Amazon The sleek Volvo Amazon, which was named after the female warrior in Greek
mythology, radiated significantly more elegance and refinement than the Duett. Volvo The
archetype for a Volvo estate car was launched in Volvo The Volvo , which was developed from
the earlier series, became the final rear-wheel-drive estate car produced by Volvo Cars. Explore
all Ownership stories. The Scandinavian sanctuary The environment and culture of Sweden are
important influences on how Volvo designs the interiors of its cars, say the designers behind
the S90 and V Let the V60 be your guide Let the V60 be your guide. Explore more on discover
volvo. A versatile Volvo icon reimagined for lifestyle and family safety. All 4. Hybrids 2. Mild
hybrids 2. Our pure electric and plug-in hybrids make up our Volvo Recharge line. We
developed Recharge so you can enjoy the comforts of Scandinavian design and Volvo safety
technology, while making the most of electric power to help reduce the environmental impact of
everyday life. An electric motor and petrol engine work in harmony for lower tailpipe emissions.
Pilot assist with curve speed adaptation automatically adjusts your speed to the curvature of
the road, providing greater comfort and a more relaxed drive. An open-and-tilt panoramic roof
lets you instantly enjoy fresh air and the world outside. Open up and let in the sun with the
touch of a button. Our Volvo estates are packed with structural features and automatic systems
that help keep you safe. Our infotainment system offers seamless connectivity, allowing you to
pair your smartphone and receive real-time traffic information inside the advanced,
voice-controlled navigation. Our estates are designed around the diverse realities and needs of
modern family life, with all the space, versatility and everyday practicality you need. Our cabins
are like a Scandinavian living room. Comfort, natural materials and a clever use of space create
a warm and inviting environment. Curious about charging an electrified car? Start your journey
by exploring the relationships between charging types, powertrains and range. Explore the best
offers on all of our latest models. Browse and enquire online today from the comfort of your
own home. Our award-winning SUVs: safe, spacious and confident. Our sports and premium
saloons: a dynamic drive in luxurious comfort. Images and photographs on this website are for
general guidance only and do not necessarily reflect the exact specifications or features of the
model concerned. Please confirm exact specifications, features and availability with your local
Volvo dealer. Skip to content. Volvo estate A versatile Volvo icon reimagined for lifestyle and
family safety. Our estates are designed around modern family life, giving you safety, comfort
and versatility. Meet the Volvo estate family. Compare Volvo estates All 4. Trunk capacity. V90
Recharge Plug-in Hybrid. Spacious, 5 seats. V60 Recharge Plug-in Hybrid. Medium, 5 seats.
Thinking about electric cars? Plug-in hybrid estate An electric motor and petrol engine work in
harmony for lower tailpipe emissions. How clever is this estate? Want parking with a view? Why
let the sky be the limit? Added safety means more versatility. Explore a Volvo estate. Connect

your world. V stands for versatility. Space for lifestyle and family. Charging a Volvo estate. A
safer way to get a new Volvo. View Offers. Explore more Volvo models. Shopping tools. If you
ask car owners all over the world to choose a single word they associate most with an estate
car, the answer is: Volvo. No other car manufacturer is as closely associated with this versatile
car type. Originally an outright practical car, Volvo estate models have evolved into a
multi-personality; spacious versatility, exclusive comfort and dynamic driving properties at the
same level as luxurious sedan models. Since the introduction of its first estate in , Volvo has
sold almost six million versatile family cars to customers around the globe. This is about a third
of the total number of Volvo models produced since the company was founded 90 years ago. It
is not easy to find a uniform name for an iconic car model that has transformed from a practical
workhorse to a sleek, versatile thoroughbred. The estate model appeared in the United States in
the early s. In the United Kingdom, a similar type of car was used by wealthy people with big
estates to transport guests, luggage and goods. In modern days, however, this word is used to
describe a crossover between estate car space and coupe panache. Although Volvo Cars did
not invent the estate model, the Swedish premium car maker has popularized the segment.
Volvo Cars is inherently linked to the estate segment by millions of people who grew up in the
rear seat of iconic estate models, such as the Amazon, the or the And while the modern Volvo
brand stands for much more than just estates, we proudly carry this rich heritage into the future
with the new V Few people talked about lifestyle concepts when Volvo launched its first estate
car, the Volvo Duett, in Yet, it was precisely the need for combining active leisure time with a
practical professional life that inspired the Swedish car brand to create one of its most beloved
models ever. The Duett was one of the first Volvo models exported to the United States. It was
immortalized in by appearing on a Swedish stamp. The sleek Volvo Amazon, which was named
after the female warrior in Greek mythology, radiated significantly more elegance and
refinement than the Duett. The S model, offering a full hp, was a very sporty car by the
standards of the s. It is also interesting that the American-style, horizontally split boot door on
the Amazon would return 40 years later on the first-generation Volvo XC Introduced in the
autumn of , the ES had a huge rear windscreen without bezel. With only some 8, cars built, it is
one of the most soughtafter classic Volvos. The archetype for a Volvo estate car was launched
in The Volvo remained in production for almost 20 years until , and the model is still strongly
associated with the Volvo brand. It was also available in a more exclusive edition. The Volvo ,
which was developed from the earlier series, became the final rear-wheel-drive estate car
produced by Volvo Cars. Introduced in , it featured a smoother design than its predecessor and
a brand new 6-cylinder engine. In , the badge changed to Volvo V90 â€” a name which, 20 years
later, has made a successful comeback. Amanda Bergman has been coming to Gotland since
she was a child. This little white island provides the backdrop to so many childhood memories
â€” from gravel-scraped knees to a pounding teenage heart. We visit a secret test track in
Sweden to find out more. Heritage The estate car â€” eternal Volvo pedigree. Named after its
practical purpose It is not easy to fi
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nd a uniform name for an iconic car model that has transformed from a practical workhorse to a
sleek, versatile thoroughbred. Millions grew up in the rear seat of a Volvo estate Although Volvo
Cars did not invent the estate model, the Swedish premium car maker has popularized the
segment. Here are some Volvo estates that made automotive history. Volvo Duett Few people
talked about lifestyle concepts when Volvo launched its first estate car, the Volvo Duett, in
Volvo Amazon The sleek Volvo Amazon, which was named after the female warrior in Greek
mythology, radiated significantly more elegance and refinement than the Duett. Volvo The
archetype for a Volvo estate car was launched in Volvo The Volvo , which was developed from
the earlier series, became the final rear-wheel-drive estate car produced by Volvo Cars. Explore
all Ownership stories. Amanda Bergman Amanda Bergman has been coming to Gotland since
she was a child. Crafting the perfect drive Balance. Explore more on discover volvo.

